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Beavis Butthead Chicken Soup For The Butt: A Guide To Finding Your Inner Butt (MTV's Beavis & Butt-Head) [Andy
Rheingold, Scott Sonneborn] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

The original DVD version was released The disc contained a good quality transfer of the movie presented in
1. It does not have the Love Rollercoaster video either. Released in this edition contains no changes to the
actual movie and there are no new additions inside the case but there are plenty more extras features and the
menu system is different from the original release. The new extras are: The Smackdown - A montage of slaps,
smacks, punches and other acts of violence from the movie. Trailers and TV Spots â€” Fourteen of them! The
movie is presented in its original 1. At the bottom of this page are links to compare the image quality between
the versions. Audio is available in either English 5. There are three volumes each consisting of three discs. The
first two discs containing episodes and the third containing extras. See below for the full contents. The
episodes were hand selected by Mr Judge and the included extras are an impressive addition for the discerning
fan who may also notice that some of the episodes have the odd scene dropped or odd scene extended.
Contrary to reports and reviews it does not contain every episode nor are all the music videos contained which
is understandable due to licensing. Volume 4 This is essentially the season of the show see episode listing
above on one disc. The Blu Ray can be somewhat tricky to track down but thankfully is also region free
whereas the DVD version is much easier to find. Video Games There were several games released for the
games consoles of the time along with the PC and Mac. All had the typical jokes from the show with some
being classic and some new. Below is a quick overview of each. Reviews for each version were somewhat
positive suffering mostly due to repetitive and tedious gameplay but all sported excellent animation and plenty
of recognisable elements from the show. All versions became quite rare in Europe and can cost approx. Poster
for Beavis and Butt-head console games All four of these games are fully playable using their respective
console emulators. The game looks has plenty of sampled sounds low quality obviously. Game Gear This
game is a more simple side-scroller in a similar vein to Wonder Boy where they travel from point A to B
collecting as much money as possible with various obstacles in the way such as birds pooping out eggs which
hatch rats! Gameboy Version The game plays very smoothly with good animation and sampled sounds which
is quite impressive considering how limited the hardware capabilities are. Not only is the game rather tricky
but response is not that great making it somewhat challenging and frustrating. Super Nintendo Similar to the
Game Gear game, this is also an obstacle avoiding side-scroller. From there its 10 levels through classrooms,
the streets, sewers, fights at local burger place, and the possibility of ending up in jail. PC and Mac These
games more technically advanced taking advantage of the multimedia abilities of PCs and Macs simulating the
look and sound of the show successfully. In most cases, there was voice acting from Mike Judge himself and
most of the supporting cast. They can all be played with using only mouse only though there are optional
keyboard controls. These titles were also somewhat scarce and can be costly when found. Virtual Stupidity A
point-and-click adventure. The game begins with the boys at school where they witness Todd getting involved
in a fight only for it to disband with no action. Eager to see more, they attempt to leave school. Each location
will have an amount of problem solving to be done needing items collected from all the locations. There are
some cool inclusions too. It also includes a few mini-games that become unlocked as the game progresses.
This game was actually ported to the Playstation but was only released in Japan. Its college orientation day for
high schoolers at Highland State College yet moreover there is a party afterwards. Sounds simple, until things
start to go wrong thus there are tasks to complete along with problem solving using collected items in order to
get the marks needed. There are plenty of familiar and new characters the boys interact with and the animation
and sound is superb and really feels like the player is directing an episode. Thankfully it is not too tricky
though waiting around to take a shot will garner abuse from the other players. Again the animation closely
resembles that of the show along with more excellent quality sound. Some of these can be played online via
browser at http: A brief rundown of each in the collection is below. Little Thingies Air Guitar Not actually a
game but fun nonetheless. Compose your own masterpieces which can be recorded in a sequence and played
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back. Bug Justice Beavis defends the candy by frying the pesky beetles and ants using sunlight and the
magnifying glass. They can all be stunned by a stomp from Butt-head. At the end of each time period any
remaining candy will become points. The more points the more pieces of candy for the next round. When all
the candy is gone the game is over. Change It There are nine TV screens and not all of them are showing
something cool. A quota of successful channel changes needs to made within a time period to go to the next
round however, an unsuccessful change will loose a point. Content to avoid includes educational and religious
programs in favour of music videos and chicks wearing little. This is the trickiest game of the collection. Court
Chaos Maintain supremacy over the Tennis courts by launching balls at the posh invaders. The boys can take a
certain amount of hits from balls that these asswipes launch. When all hits have been taken the game ends.
Hitting the squirrel that randomly runs across the top of the fence will give a brief period of rapid fire to take
them down. Hock a Loogie Choose either Beavis or Butt-head and begin spitting on various moving targets
from the roof of Highland High. Additional points can be earned by hocking a loogie greeny and hitting a
target. The most points can be had by hitting the squirrel that randomly appears on the school banner. A quota
of points needs to met within a time period to go to the next round. The game ends upon failure to do so.
Thank You Drive Thru Customers suck and the only way to get rid of them is to give them what they want.
Special Rat Burgers eliminate entire rows of customers whereas throwing food at the ceiling fan will clear the
screen. This needs to be done as soon as possible as the impatient buttholes will cause the manager to bust you
and the game ends. Amongst this is debris being thrown down by the builders and the wrecking ball that
randomly sways across the whole site. The larger boxes can only be collected after Beavis has consumed
enough candy bars for Cornholio to emerge. The game ends when Beavis takes too many hits. Throughout the
quiz the boys will provide their own commentary. The player with the most points wins. Not much animation
and there are no extras. This title has much more audio. This is a collection of themes sets of desktop images,
sounds, mouse pointers and their assignments to events for Windows 9x and Mac. By using a small utility
called Makeover Windows many personalisations can be made from this program. A brief list is: Calling All
Dorks Change Windows themes from the ones supplied. Decision maker Beavis , Concentration game, and
Beats Me game. Fun Facts that display snippet of wisdom each time the PC is booted. Set desktop animations
that are small video clips from episodes. Unfortunately it is obsolete though the individual files images,
sounds and videos can still be used by those who know how to utilise them. Tiger Handheld This is a simple
LCD game where the duo need to avoid being detected messing about in the classroom. It used a few voice
samples which were most welcome to break up the very simple and repeating theme tune. Beavis and
Butt-head Do Hollywood This tentatively titled game was bound for the Playstation at the time of the
development of the movie. Several screenshots exist showing the duo walking around some scenes very
similar to the move. It is not known whether this is from a mock up or a beta. More information can be found
at the rather excellent unseen
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Chapter 2 : Review: â€˜Mike Judgeâ€™s Beavis & Butt-Headâ€™ returns, 14 years later
In CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE BUTT, the dynamic duo for the nineties is back again to share their wit and wisdom with
the world. Providing essential information, as only Beavis and Butthead can, on such topics as how to be a better person
(step one: find someone you're better than), the numbskulled youths explain their personal philosophies of life.

Critical reception[ edit ] Over its run, Beavis and Butt-Head drew a notable amount of both positive and
negative reaction from the public with its combination of lewd humor and implied criticism of society. Either
way, the show captured the attention of many young television viewers and is often considered a classic piece
of s youth culture and Generation X. Trey Parker and Matt Stone , creators of South Park , cite the series as an
influence and compared it to the blues. I was burying my head in the sand. The show was blamed for the death
of two-year-old Jessica Matthews in Moraine, Ohio , in October The mother later claimed that her son
watched one of the fire-related segments shortly before he burned down the home. The creators found a
censorship loophole and took delight in sometimes making Beavis scream things that sounded very similar to
his previous "Fire! There was also a music video where a man runs on fire in slow motion "California" by
Wax. Beavis is hypnotized by it and can barely say "fire". However, MTV eventually removed the episode
entirely. References to fire were cut from earlier episodes â€” even the original master tapes were altered
permanently. Copies of early episodes with the controversial content intact are rare, and the copies that exist
are made from home video recordings of the original broadcasts. In an interview included with the Mike Judge
Collection DVD set, Judge said he is uncertain whether some of the earlier episodes still exist in their original,
uncensored form. Settle, was partially inspired by Beavis and Butt-Head. It was later revealed by both
prosecutors and the defendant that Settle did not have cable TV, nor did he watch the show. In "Lightning
Strikes", the show parodies the desire to blame actions on youth culture. When asked by a reporter why they
were flying a kite in a thunderstorm, the duo explained that they were inspired by a documentary about
Benjamin Franklin , who Butt-head describes as "some old dude with long hair and glasses". The reporter
continues to ask them questions until they mention that they had watched rock music videos earlier in the day.
MTV also responded by broadcasting the program after Beavis and Butt-Head are not real. They are stupid
cartoon people completely made up by this Texas guy whom we hardly even know. Beavis and Butt-Head are
dumb, crude, thoughtless, ugly, sexist, self-destructive fools. But for some reason, the little wienerheads make
us laugh. This was later changed to: Beavis and Butt-Head are not role models. Some of the things they do
would cause a person to get hurt, expelled, arrested, possibly deported. To put it another way: For example,
one character on the show, Tom Anderson, originally called them "Butthole" and "Joe", and believed the two
to be of Asian ethnicity describing them to the police as " Oriental ". In later episodes, Tom Anderson uses the
Hollings mispronunciation once, and on at least one occasion refers to them as "Penis and Butt-Munch".
President Clinton called them "Beavis and Bum-head" in "Citizen Butt-head", as well as in the movie , where
an old lady voiced by Cloris Leachman consistently calls them "Travis" and "Bob-head". In "Incognito", when
another student threatens to kill them, the duo uses this to their advantage, pretending to be exchange students
named "Crevis and Bung-Head". The bully, seeing through the disguises, calls them "Beaver and Butt-Plug".
Beavis and Butt-Head have been compared to idiot savants because of their creative and subversively
intelligent observations of music videos. This part of the show was mostly improvised by Mike Judge. With
regard to criticisms of the two as "idiots", Judge responded that a show about straight-A students would not be
funny. It gained mostly positive reviews from film critics and a "two thumbs up" from Siskel and Ebert. In the
years following, many fans rumored the possibility of a sequel or follow-up to the film, tentatively titled
Beavis and Butt-Head: The Sequel [21] or Beavis and Butt-Head 2. On more than one occasion, Judge told the
writers that one of their ideas for an episode of King of the Hill would work well for Beavis and Butt-head;
eventually he concluded, "Maybe we should just actually make some good Beavis and Butt-head episodes.
Months later, in a media presentation on February 2, , MTV announced that the series would premiere in mid
A preview of the episode "Holy Cornholio" was also shown. The premiere was dubbed a ratings hit, with an
audience of 3. Comedy Central aired the show as part of their animation block over Christmas in December
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but was not picked up for a new season nor syndication. This would be the second time the show has aired on
Comedy Central, the first being between subsequent airings in and He also said that MTV was close to selling
it to another network, but it became "lost in deal stuff". That comes up every three years. In , Judge told
RadioTimes. A total of eleven VHS compilation tapes were released in the U.
Chapter 3 : MTV's Beavis and Butt-head Chicken soup for the butt | Open Library
www.nxgvision.com: Beavis Butthead Chicken Soup For The Butt: A Guide To Finding Your Inner Butt (MTV's Beavis &
Butt-Head) () by Andy Rheingold; Scott Sonneborn and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books
available now at great prices.

Chapter 4 : Captain www.nxgvision.com =/\= | Beavis And Butt-head Feature
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 5 : Andy Rheingold (Author of Beavis Butthead Chicken Soup For The Butt)
The listing, Beavis And Butthead."Chicken Soup For The Butt" has ended. Life advice from two boys who really need it.
By Mike Judge. Funny take on celebrity and pop culture and words of wisdom with quite a slant.

Chapter 6 : Beavis Butthead Chicken Soup For The Butt: A Guide To Finding Your Inner Butt by Andy Rhe
Beavis and Butt-head tell you all they know about how to make money, getting in touch with yourself, abusive
relationships, the differences between men and women, and how not to be a fartknocker. Plus, inspirational stories
straight from the hearts of.

Chapter 7 : Beavis and Butt-Head - Season 5 - IMDb
MTV's Beavis and Butt-head Chicken soup for the butt created by Mike Judge ; written by Andy Rheingold, Scott
Sonneborn. Published by MTV Books/Pocket Books in New York, NY.

Chapter 8 : List of Beavis and Butt-Head episodes - Wikipedia
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Beavis Butthead Chicken Soup For The Butt: A Guide To Finding
Your Inner Butt (MTV's Beavis & Butt-Head) at www.nxgvision.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our
users.

Chapter 9 : Beavis and Butt Head | Revolvy
Beavis and Butt-Head tell you all they know about how to make money, getting in touch with yourself, abusive
relationships, the differences between men and women, and how not to be a fartknocker. Plus, inspirational stories
straight from the hearts of Beavis and Butt-Head.
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